and N q be smooth manifolds of dimensions n and q respectively, and let ƒ: M -* N be a smooth submersion, i.e. rank (df x ) = q < n for all x E M. Then the partition of M by the connected components of the inverse images ƒ ~\y) for y E N defines a foliation of Af. If the target manifold is further equipped with a G-structure in the sense of Chern[CH] , where G is a closed subgroup of GL(q), then the foliation of M by the components of the inverse images of the submersion ƒ is an example of a G-foliation. Since foliations are at least locally defined by submersions as explained above, we can think of them as relative manifolds. In this view G-foliations are then the corresponding relative G-structures. This concept embraces Riemannian, conformai, symplectic, almost complex foUations, etc. In short: the classical geometry of G-structures has its relative counterpart in the geometry of G-foliations. Much progress has been made in this theory in the past half dozen years through the work of Bernstein-Rosenfeld, Bott-Haefliger, Chern-Simons, Gelfand-Fuks, Godbillon-Vey, Kamber-Tondeur, Heitsch, Thurston and many others. In this lecture we discuss selected topics in the theory of characteristic classes which are naturally attached to G-foliations. This theory is very much in flux and the present exposition is by no means a survey of even this limited field. The aim has rather been to supply a rich variety of examples together with the necessary conceptual and computational background, so as to show the attractiveness of the subject. An adapted connection in Q is any (ordinary) covariant derivative operator in Q 9 which for X GTL reduces to the definition (1.2). While the partial connection given by (1.2) is canonically given, an adapted connection involves a choice (the existence presents no problem in this smooth situation). Thus e.g. the curvature R(X 9 Y) defined by the left-hand side of (1.3) has no intrinsic meaning for arbitrary vector fields X 9 Y on M. Its vanishing for X, Y e TL on the other hand is intrinsic. In the same vein the holonomy of an adapted connection has no intrinsic meaning. What does have an intrinsic meaning is the holonomy of the restriction of Q to any leaf F of the foliation. Since Q/F is flat, this holonomy is characterized by a representation h: ir^F) -» GL(q) 9 the holonomy homomorphism (see e.g. [KT I,p.l0]).
It is convenient to consider the same situation also from the principal bundle point of view. An adapted connection in Q corresponds then to a connection 1-form <o in the GL(#)-frame bundle F{Q) of Q. The horizontal A G-equivariant foliation on P gives rise to a GL (#)-equivariant foliation on F(Q). The requirement in definition (1.6) is then that the canonical foliation L on F(Q) arises in this fashion from a foliated bundle structure on P. Note that both foliations on P and F(Q) project onto the given foliation on M In terms of adapted connections, this condition means that there is an adapted connection with holonomy group in G.
For the previously discussed example of a foliation defined by a submersion/: M-»N, the pullback f*P = P of a G-structure PonJV has obviously the desired properties with respect to the bundle F(Q) s ƒ*F(N), where F(N) denotes the GL(#)-frame bundle of N.
To discuss alternate definitions of G-foliations, consider a (l°c a 0 vectorfield X G TL. Any such vectorfield has a canonical lift to a vectorfield X G TL on F(Q), its partial horizontal Uft [KT 9, p. 14], characterized by TT^A^ = X x for w G i'XôX fl"(") = *• Recall further that a G-reduction P of F(Q) is given by a section s: M -» F(Q)/G of the projection F(Q)/G -» M in the form P s 5*P(g), the pullback of the G-bundle F(Q)-*F(Q)/G under $.
At this point we need to recall Haefliger's cocycle definition of a foliation as follows. A codimension q foliation on M is given by an open covering U = m}iei an d submersions/: U i ^>R q for i G ƒ, satisfying the following properties. For each /,/ G I and x G U f n Uj there is a local diffeomorphism y^ of R* such that fj = yjlf t on a neighborhood of x. The cocycle condition Y*/ " Y# ° ty? guarantees that the local foliations on the U t defined by the submersions f piece together to a global foliation. If now R q is equipped with a G-structure, and the local diffeomorphisms y£ are local automorphisms of this G-structure, then the corresponding foliation on M is a G-foliation. R q of course has a particular canonical flat G-structure. G-foliations defined by a Haefliger cocycle with respect to the local automorphisms of this flat Gstructure are integrable. But every G-foliation (integrable or not) can be defined by a Haefliger cocycle with respect to the local isomorphisms of some G-manifold.
Such a G-manifold is constructed as follows (Duchamp [D, 2.4]). Let F(R g ) -> R* be the GL(q)-framc bundle of R q and consider the total space N(G, R q ) of germs of C°°-sections of the projection F(R q )/G-*R q . Then N(G 9 R q ) is equipped with a canonical G-structure. The following characterizations of G-foliations illustrate then the concept from various points of view.
1.8 PROPOSITION [D] . Let $ be a foliation of codimension q on M, G c GL(q) a closed subgroup and P a G-reduction of the frame bundle F(Q). The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) The canonical foliated bundle structure on F(Q) arises from a foliated bundle structure of P.
(ii) There is an adapted connection in F(Q) with holonomy group in G.
(iii) The section s: M-* F(Q)/G maps leaves of *$ onto leaves of the quotient f oliation L/G on F(Q)/G.
(iv) For every vectorfield X on M tangent to *% the flow of the partially horizontal lift X on F(Q) leaves P invariant.
(v) For every x G M there is an open neighborhood U C M, a q-dimensional manifold N with a G-structure P and a submersion f: U-> N with connected fibers such that the restriction of ^ to U is defined by the fibers off and such that P/U = f*P. Moreover, the transition functions y t * for eachjpair f,fj of submersions as above are local automorphisms of the G-structure P on N.
We explain one more important geometric concept. Let L c T M be a G-foliation on M, and co the connection form of an adapted connection in the bundle of G-frames P.
1.9 DEFINITION. An adapted connection is basic, if 0(*)<o = O for all* e TL.
Here X E TL denotes the partially horizontal lift to P of a vectorfield X GTL and ®(X) the Lie derivative along X. If the foliation is in particular defined by a submersion f: M-* N onto a manifold N with G-structure P, than any connection 05 in the bundle P pulls back to a basic connection co in P = f*P, which explains the terminology. We have however to point out that this terminology is not universally accepted. In fact some authors use the adjective basic for the adapted connections in the sense of Definition 1.4. Molino's terminology for these connections is protectable, which evokes the same associations as basic.
In terms of the cocycle description, the existence of a basic connection means that the defining pseudogroup consists of local automorphisms of a G-structure preserving a connection in that G-structure. The basic connection is locally given as the puUback of that connection via the defining submersions. Since the transition functions are connection preserving, the connection in P is well defined.
In the examples of §2, we make use of the following calculus for foliations. Let (o be a covariant tensor of degree/? on Q. Then the Lie derivative ®(X)a for X E TL is given by the formula
(1.10)
for $" ..., s p E TQ and V X S; as in (1.2). For/? = 1 this formula shows that in fact
i.e. the dual connection V£ in Q* is given by the Lie derivative. The identity
We further need in §2 the Lie derivative of a tensor J on Q which is contravariant of degree 1, covariant of degree p. It is given for X E TL by the formula
where s l9 ... 9 s p E. TQ.
Examples.

RIEMANNIAN FOLIATIONS.
Here the group G = 0(q). These are the foliations with bundle-like metrics introduced by Reinhart [RE] . The normal bundle Q is equipped with a metric g (fiber metric) such that
Here ®(X)g denotes the Lie derivative of g. This condition is by (1.10) equivalent to the identity
for X ELTL and s, t E TQ. An equivalent definition of a Riemannian foliation is the condition that the transition functions in the cocycle definition can be chosen as local isometries of a Riemannian manifold. The metric g is locally the puUback of the Riemannian metric on the target via the local submersions. A Riemannian foliation obviously admits a basic connection, namely the local puUbacks of the Riemannian connection on the target via the local submersions (Pasternack [P] 2.7 CONFORMAL FOLIATIONS. The conformai group C(q) * 0(q)X R* is a subgroup of GL(q) via the map (A, \)^>\A. A conformal foliation is a C(^)-foHation. Examples of conformal foliations are e.g. given in [NS] and [Y] .
2.8 SPIN-FOLIATIONS. Here G = Spin(w). Thus it is convenient to allow G -> GL(q) to be any homomorphism (not necessarily an inclusion) in the definition of a G-foliation.
2.9 ALMOST SYMPLECTIC FOLIATIONS. These are G-foliations of codimension 2q, where G -Sp(q) c GL(2q). The normal bundle Q is equipped with a 2-form <o E TA^jg* satisfying This definition is independent of the choice of a, and the vanishing of N is equivalent to the integrability of the almost complex foUation. Such a foUation has a complex structure only in the normal direction. (trivialized by the (right) G-action  on G) . The G-reduction Pof the frame bundle of Q G in this case is the trivial G-bundle P = G X G on G. But the canonical foUated bundle structure on P is not compatible with this triviaUzation. Namely consider the diagonal G-action on P defined by 27) where X denotes the universal covering of X and V = TT^X) acts on F via a homomorphism r -» G. It is clear that this situation can be generalized (and it is useful to do so), by replacing G by a or the diffeomorphism group of the fiber. We will return to such situations at the end of this paper.
3. Characteristic classes. The characteristic classes discussed here are all defined over the real or complex numbers. The basic underlying observation is that the Chern-Weil theory of characteristic classes extends in a functorial way to foliated bundles. Applied to the bundle of G-frames, this construction produces in particular characteristic classes for G-foliations. The reasons for viewing these invariants in the larger context of foliated bundles are the following: (i) only in the larger context are these constructions functorial (under change of groups, spaces and foliations), (ii) in the larger context many more examples are incorporated, which do not fit into the narrower framework of foliations.
To illustrate the second point, consider the following extreme cases of foliated bundles. If the foliation L = T M9 i.e. the foliation of the base space is the trivial one-leaf foliation of M, then the Definition 1.5 of a foliated bundle reduces to the definition of a flat bundle (with flat bundle structure L c T P ). Our characteristic class construction produces then invariants for flat bundles. The other extreme situation is the case where the foliation of M is the trivial (0-dimensional) point foliation of Af, i.e. L = 0. The foliation L on P is then necessarily also the point foliation of P, and the foliated bundle definition reduces to the ordinary (G-bundle) definition. In this case the characteristic class construction is the usual Chern-Weil construction. Thus the point of the foliated bundle definition is seen to be the fact that the foliation on the total space is an extra geometric structure, determining but not determined by the foliation on the base space. This extra variable provides the flexibility needed for a functorial construction.
In fact, the characteristic class construction below compares the foliated bundle structure on a G-bundle P with another geometric structure on P 9 an H-reduction P' of P, where H is a closed subgroup of G. We wish to point out that this second piece of geometric structure is independent of the foliated bundle structure. In fact, the incompatibility of the two geometric structures is precisely what gives rise to these characteristic classes.
The starting point of this theory is the Chern-Weil theory in the form presented by Cartan in [CA] . A connection <o in a principal G-bundle P-+M defines a Weil homomorphism
into the De Rham complex ti' (P) of global forms on P as follows. On the exterior part Afl* in 1V(Q) = Ag* ® Sg* the map k(u>) is simply the multiplicative extension of the (dual of the) connection form <o: Q* -* Q l (P) , assigning to a E Q* the 1-form aco. On the symmetric part SQ* the map k(co) is the multiplicative extension of the curvature (3.6) THEOREM. Let IT: P-*M be a foliated principal G-bundle 9 H c G a closed subgroup and P' an H-reduction of P given by a section s: M-* P/H of the induced map it: P/H-> M.
The Weil algebra is equipped with a differential d w (see e.g. [KT 9, pp. 55-57]) and k(u) is a homomorphism of Z>G-algebras (differential graded algebras). This is not directly of interest in the classical theory, since W(Q) is acyclic. The restriction A(co) = &(<o)|I(G) to the Ad-invariant polynomials
1(G) = (S
(
i) There is a well-defined multiplicative homomorphism A(P),:H(W(&,H) q )->H DR (M)
where q is the codimension of the foliation on M. A* = A(P) J|t is the generalized characteristic homomorphism of P.
(ii) A* does not depend on the choice of an adapted connection in P. But if P admits a basic connection, then
A(P),: H(W(Q, H) lq/2] ) -> H DR (M).
(iii) A # isfunctorial underpullbacks and functorial in (G, //). (iv) Aj is invariant under integrable homotopies.
This construction applies in particular to G-foliations of codimension q, where the bundle P of G-îrames is in addition equipped with an //-reduction. For ordinary GL(#)-foliation this additional geometric structure is often tacitly assumed to be an auxiliary metric or volume form on Q, i.e. and 0(q)~ or SX(#)-reduction. But many other cases of interest occur (see §6).
It is explained in [KT 9, pp. 71-72] how this construction relates to the construction of characteristic classes for foliations by Godbillon-Vey [GV], Bott-Haefliger [BH], [H2] and Bernstein-Rosenfeld [BRI], [BR2] on the Gelfand-Fuchs complex of formal vectorfields (see also the comments towards the end of §7).
We observe that the ordinary Chern-Weil construction corresponds to the situation in Theorem 3.6 when L = 0 and H = G. Since W(& G) s ƒ (G), the construction of A(P) J(e reduces to the original definition of Chern.
The functoriality of A* in (G, H) implies the following. If the foliation of the G-bundle P is induced by a foliation of the //-reduction P', then for an adapted connection <o in P' and its extension co to P there is a commutative diagram
Thus all one possibly recaptures in A* is the ordinary Chern-Weil homomorphism of P'. The existence of further non trivial classes in im A* is thus a measure of the incompatibility of the two given geometric structures.
To make this precise, we need besides W(Q, H) q the purely Lie algebraic object W(Q 9 ï)) q associated to the pair (Q, ï)), namely the ï)-basic elements in W ( (ii) If the foliation of the G-bundle P is induced by a foliation of the H-reduction P', then is the relative Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of (G, H) with the cohomology H(Q, H). The superscript H denotes //-invariant elements under the adjoint action. Thus for any closed subgroup H c G and //-reduction s: M-* P/H the characteristic homomorphism of the flat bundle is a map
A(P),:H(Q,H)^H DK (M). (4.2)
We assume that the group T of components of H is finite. Then we have as in (3.7) the formula Zf(ô,/0^i/( 8 ,ï)) r .
( 4.3) The RHS denotes the T-invariant elements in the relative Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology H (Q, fy of the pair (g, ï) ). This is the cohomology of the complex A(ô/ï))*^ (ï)-invariant elements), on which T obviously acts in differential fashion, and thus induces an action in H (g, ï)).
The determination of H (g, ï)) for a reductive pair (g, ï)) involves the restriction homomorphism /*: /(g)-» 7(g) and the Samelson space P = P(g, Ï)) of (g, Ï)). To recall the definition of the latter space, let P ö denote the primitive elements of H(Q). Consider the inclusion,/: A(g/ï))*^ c Ag* and the induced cohomology mapy*: if (g, ï)) -* H (g). Then P = P fl n imj*. 
THEOREM. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and containing no compact factor, K c G a maximal compact subgroup and rcGfl discrete, uniform and torsion-free subgroup. Then the generalized characteristic homomorphism of the flat bundle P = T\G X K G^ G/KX T G-*T\G/K is infective.
We proceed to give a more geometric interpretation of these classes. Let G c be the complexification of G and I/cG c a maximal compact subgroup. Then
H(Q 9 K)^H(U,K)^H(U 9 K)
so that the elements of H (g, K) can be realized by cohomology classes of the compact space U/K (whereas G/K is contractible). A typical example is G = SL(n 9 R) with complexification SL(n, Q. In this case K =* SO (n) and U = SU(n). The map A(P) J(e is then realized on the cochain level by the map y:(Au*) K 
-+Q(T\G/K)
which is exactly Matsushima's map constructed in [MT] : an invariant form on U/K is characterized by an element in (Au*)^, which canonically defines an element in (Ag*)^, which in turn defines a G-invariant form on G/K, hence a form in Ö(r \ G/K). Since both the form we start with and the form we end up with are harmonic, this map realizes the induced map on the cohomology level, and the injectivity in cohomology is obvious. Let (g, Ï)) be a reductive pair of Lie algebras over the groundfield K of characteristic zero, with inclusion map i: ï) c g. The suspension map a: J(g) + -» #(ô) has as image the space of primitive elements P Q c #(g) and ker a = (ƒ(g) + ) 2 . Let r g : P Q -> /(g) denote any transgression (a ° T 8 * id)* Then V * r Q P Q c /(g) represents the space of indecomposable elements and it is well known that 5(K)^ 7(g), where S(V) denotes the symmetric algebra over V. We have further for the relative cohomology of (g, ï)) the isomorphism [CA] /7(g,ï» s #(AP® ƒ(*>)). 
Universal characteristic classes. The algebra H(W(Q, H) q ) plays the role of an algebra of universal characteristic classes for foliated G-bundles P^>M with q the codimension of L c T M and equipped with an if-reduction. Its role is analogous to the role of the cohomology algebra H(BG) of the classifying space BG for ordinary G-bundles. In case a basic connection exists, the relevant algebra is H(W(Q, H\ q/2 ])-The relation between the algebra H(W(Q, H) k ) associated to the pair (G, H) of groups and the algebra H(W(& i)) k ) associated to the pair (g, ft) of Lie algebras is explained in (3.7). In this section we discuss the purely algebraic problem of the computation of H(W(&
Many of the familiar reductive pairs are CS-pairs, e.g. all the symmetric pairs. For an example of a C-pair which is not a GS-pair, see (4.13).
In the following we denote by Â k , k > 0, the Z)G-algebra
with differential characterized by dj(y ® 1) = 1 ® r Q y for y E P and d^{\ ® <f >) = 0. If P denotes a complement of P in P, we also have a decomposition F = V © F, T Q P = V, r Q P = K of the space F of indecomposable elements. A 
Since the canonical^ map /(g) S S(V) ® S(V)-> H(Â k ) is zero on Id(F), it follows that H(A k ) is canonically a module over 7(g)/Id(F) s 5(F). The principal structure theorem for H(W(Q, fy k )
can now be formulated. In the applications of § §6 and 7 we consider only examples of GS-pairs. It might be interesting to find geometric applications involving non-GS-pairs, whose higher Tor-classes in (5.31) are realized in a nontrivial way.
THEOREM. Let (g, Ï)) be a reductive pair of Lie algebras over a groundfield K of characteristic zero, and k > 0 an integer. (i) There is a canonical isomorphism of algebras H{W(Q, &) A ) « Tor /(8) (/(ö), ƒ (g),). (5.14)
Moreover, Toi/'( g) (/(ï)), /(g)*) = 0/or -5 > rank g -rank ï). (ii) There is a canonical isomorphism of algebras H(Â k )^Tor l(a) (S{V),I{Q) k ).
Examples.
In this section we return to G-foliations of codimension q and discuss their characteristic classes. If the normal bundle Q is equipped with an //-reduction, the characteristic homomorphism is by Theorem 3.6 a map
A(g),: H(W(& H) q ) -> H DK (M).
(6.1)
If Q admits a basic connection, then the truncation index q can be replaced byk/2]. Since every G-foliation of codimension q is also a GL(#)-foliation, there is by the functoriality of A* a commutative diagram In all examples below, the pair (g, fy is reductive and satisfies the condition CS, i.e. one of the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.9. The component group T of H is assumed to be finite and then we have the situation explained in formula (3.7), i.e.
H(W(& H) k ) ^ H(W(&
This reduces the problem of the computation of H(W(Q 9 H) k ) to the purely algebraic problem discussed in §5. The algorithm of §5 is summarized as follows ; The restriction homomorphism 7(g) -» I (ï)) determines the Samelson space P of (g, ï)). Let A k be defined by (5.2) resp. (5.22). By (5.21) then
H(W(&i)) k )^H(Â k )® IiQ) I$).
Let Z k c A k be the subalgebra defined by the cocycles z {iJ) of (5.24) subject to the conditions (5.25) to (5.27). Then Z k s H (A k ) which leads to the formula (5.32)
H{W{^) k )^Z k ® s{ y ) I$).
This algorithm leads in many cases to an explicit determination of H(JV(& H) k ), as we are now going to show.
(G, H) -(GL(q), 0(q)). In this case
where y t is the primitive generator corresponding to c f and q' the largest odd integer < q. This follows from the description of the restriction homomorphism in 4.7. For an alternative calculation of Z q in this case by Vey see [GB] . The class y x ® cf is the celebrated Godbillon-Vey class, for which the first nontrivial realization was given in [GV] . In the absolute case, i.e. (G, H) = (GL(q) 9 {e}) 9 the relevant complex is i.e. all primitive generators^, occur (P = P). with the obvious action of Z 2 via e r in case q = 2r, and the trivial action for q = 2r -1. It follows that for both parities of q the LHS is given by H(Â q ). These classes measure the incompatibility of the foliated structure of the complex frame bundle of Q with a Hermitian metric on Q.
(G, H) = (GL(q), SO(q)). The complex
(G, H) = (GL(q) 9 SL(q)). From the description of the restriction homomorphism in 4.12 it follows that
6.29. For G-foliations it is desirable to incorporate also the affine structure into the construction of characteristic classes. This has been done by Duchamp in [D] . Consider the affine framebundle of a (7-foliation with structural group A G (R q ) =CxR ? (semidirect product). It is a foliated bundle and thus the characteristic homomorphism is well defined. The Weil algebra WXa G (R*)) is the semidirect product of W(Q) and W(R q ). The Weil homomorphism of an adapted affine connection involves on the factor W(Q) the connection form and its curvature, and on the factor W(R g ) the torsion. The Weil homomorphism has then additional truncation properties allowing the definition of additional characteristic invariants. This method is particularly successful for G-foliations defined by tensors and leads to a variety of new characteristic classes for such foliations.
A typical application to oriented Riemannian manifolds is as follows. There is an invariant, A + (A^), expressible in terms of the curvature and local framings of M, which gives information about complementary foliations on M. Suppose % and % are two transversal, oriented, complementary foliations on M and Sj is a regular, codimension-2# foliation with flat leaves. Then all leaves of % have the same volume, vol(5j), and the following formula holds [D] : Concerning this result, see also the addendum at the end of this section. Foliations of the type described have also been considered by Fuchs [Fl] It is of interest to return to the evaluation principle embodied in diagram (7.6). The essential geometric situation is a fibration #: M-*X, carrying a H(W(tl(q)) a y foliation transverse to the homogeneous fiber F = G/G » KQ/K G . This flat structure is described as in (2.27) by an isomorphism M s X X T F, where T acts on F via a homomorphism T = ^(X) -* G. _ It is important to allow one to enlarge the group G from a Lie group acting on F to any subgroup G of the diffeomorphism group Diff(F) acting transitively on F. We assume that G admits a compact subgroup K still acting transitivejy on the compact fiber F. If G and A' denote the isotropy groups of G and £_at the basepoint JC 0 e_i% then F^K/K^ G/G. For a flat principal G-bundle P-*X with a ^-reduction K-+ P->X we have then an associated fiber space Af = P Xg F s P/^T s ^ X r F. The fibration #: M^>X has again two geometric structures, namely a flat structure and a A-fiberbundle structure. The incompatibility of these structures gives rise to a characteristic homomorphism Haefliger's construction of y* reduces in the finite-dimensional case to the map induced by y in diagram (7.6). The same contruction also induces a map Y # : H c (g 9 K) -» H DR (M) . These two maps relate via the following commutative diagram corresponding to the bottom square of (7.6) Here J^ and #* denote again integration maps over the compact fiber
The observation in the finite-dimensional case embodied in diagram (7.6) is that the characteristic homomorphism of the foliation transverse to the fiber of the flat bundle projection m factorizes through y*. This property holds true for both the construction of the characteristic homomorphism à la Bernstein- What still remains of interest in the earlier stated linear independence results is of course the fact that they already hold for single specific nonsingular homogeneous foliations on finite-dimensional manifolds. In fact it has been pointed out by Fuchs [F 1] that there are classes in H c (£(R g )) which cannot be nontrivially realized for homogeneous foliations in the finitedimensional context.
Fuchs similarly announces in [F 2] the injectivity of the relative universal characteristic homomorphism A*. In [F 3] there is further an announcement of the result that all classes except those which are rigid by Heitsch's theorem [HT 1] are in fact variable.
